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Top 5 Holdings

Performance as at 31st October 2019

Company Name

% Portfolio

1m

FYTD

1yr

3yr p.a.

Inception
p.a.#

TABCORP Holdings

5.1

Fund ^

0.0%

3.6%

11.9%

13.2%

11.8%

Crown Resorts Ltd

4.6

Benchmark*

-0.4%

2.8%

12.8%

11.3%

10.2%

BlueScope Steel Ltd

4.3

Value added

0.4%

0.8%

-0.8%

1.9%

1.6%

^ Spheria

Opportunities Fund. Returns of the Fund are net of applicable fees, costs and taxes.
* Benchmark is the S&P/ASX Mid-Small Accumulation Index.
# Inception date of the current investment strategy is 11th July 2016. The Fund was established in
June 2010. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Market Cap Bands

Commentary
The Spheria Opportunities Fund was flat for the month, outperforming the
Benchmark by 0.4%.

Wisetech (WTC) was the most interesting headline in our space last month
after a negative research report was the catalyst for a sharp fall in the share
price from giddy heights. When you are on 120x PE, you make 34
acquisitions in a few years and your cash flow generation is relatively weak
for a software company, there is ammunition aplenty. The distinct lack of
consistency in that a negative report needs to be refuted whilst a positive
report on a company is never questioned is simply hard to swallow. Why the
share price matters so much for any company is also a red flag? If it falls to
more palatable levels isn’t it better buying it cheaper? Isn’t that safer for all
those mum and dad investors rather than buying at nose-bleed levels? The
proof will be laid to bare in the next few years with the risk reward equation
in our view skewed to the downside given the lack of valuation support and
a risky acquisition strategy. We liken Wisetech to Computershare’s rise in
the dotcom boom bust, it may be a good business, it may be a sensible
strategy, but any missteps and the share price falls can be catastrophic. For
those that don’t remember, Computershare rallied to 150x PE only to
collapse from $10 to $1.35 as the challenges of integrating a myriad of
acquisitions in various jurisdiction and different operating environments
proved far more difficult than management and investors had
contemplated. One learning from the Computershare fall is that valuation
does matter, and at its lowest ebb there was a great opportunity to buy a
decent business at a reasonable multiple. It’s one of the reasons we
maintain an open mind when investing in the small cap universe. Share
prices movements are merely an entry/exit mechanism, the market can be
very inefficient at both extremes
Continued on the next page....
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A late stage bull market is characterised by irrational exuberance with
speculators growing in numbers and implicitly ignoring fundamental
performance measures. When participants lose sight of fundamentals,
companies that spin a good story are massively rewarded. Given the
scarcity value in the Australian small to midcap universe these kinds of
stocks levitate to enormous heights. Eventually the weight of money
fatigues given a lack of fundamental support and these top performing
stocks begin to drop. We began to witness this trend in October with several
high-flying stocks falling significantly. The corollary being that many
maligned stocks were beneficiaries from the rotation of capital. This trend
clearly benefited the performance of our strategies in October.
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Source: Spheria Asset Management
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WTC - down 33% off its peak to end of October - was not the only company that has seen a significant
de-rate with peak to trough declines across the high PE complex including Appen (down 32%), Afterpay
(down 23%), Promedicus (down 28%) and Nearmap (down 38%). The multiples being paid for these
companies still feel very aggressive, particularly given a couple don’t even make money (depends on
your definition these days) when accounting for items including capitalised costs and share based
compensation.
The adage that nothing good happens after midnight can be adapted to the sharemarket in that nothing
good tends to happen after 100x (PE). Those that choose to sprint a marathon wearing a blindfold might
be in for an exhilarating run but are unlikely to finish the race. We instead have chosen a steady pace in
these heady times. We are currently seeing the benefit of this in our strategies, although markets are
very fickle and good companies can remain under valued for long periods and heavily promoted
companies that hit a pothole can regain favour quickly. This is the case particularly, when money is
cheap and risk-taking a function of ultra-cheap money has been a highly successful strategy for too
many years to remember.
The best performers for the month were Class (CL1), Mortgage Choice (MOC) and City Chic (CCX) which
rallied 36%, 25% and 12% respectively. The former two having been sold off aggressively over the last
couple of years while CCX has continued its upwards trajectory after divesting a portfolio of weaker
brands which included a tonne of lease liabilities.
On the negative side of the ledger were Bega Cheese (BGA), GTN and Ht&E (HT1), which declined 21%,
13% and 11% respectively. Bega warned of lower profits due primarily to the continued impact from the
drought on milk supply and therein price of farm gate milk (their biggest input). GTN and Ht&E are
exposed to the radio advertising market which has remained weak, both fell on the back of a significant
profit warning from SXL which is a competitor to Ht&E and a supplier for GTN.
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Spheria Opportunities Fund
Benchmark (universe)

S&P/ASX Mid-Small Accumulation Index

Investment objective

The Fund aims to outperform the S&P/ASX Mid-Small Accumulation Index over the
medium to long term

Investing universe

Primarily listed companies outside the top 50 ASX listed companies by market
capitalisation and companies listed on the New Zealand Stock Exchange with an
equivalent market capitalisation

Distributions

Half yearly

Fees

0.99% p.a. management fee & 15% performance fee of the Fund’s excess return
versus its benchmark, net of the management fee

Cash

•
•

Expected turnover

30-40%

Style

Long only, risk aware

APIR

WHT0025AU

Minimum Investment

$25,000

Up to 20% cash
Typically 5% - 10%

This communication has been prepared by Spheria Asset Management Pty Limited ABN 42 611 081 326 (‘Spheria’), Corporate Authorised
Representative 1240979 of Pinnacle Investment Management Limited (AFSL 322140). Interests in the Spheria Opportunities Fund ARSN 144 032 431
(the ‘Fund’) are issued by Pinnacle Fund Services Limited (ABN 29 082 494 362 AFSL 238371) the Responsible Entity. The Responsible Entity is not
licensed to provide financial product advice You should consider the Product Disclosure Statement (‘PDS’) in its entirety before making an
investment decision. The current PDS of the Fund can be found at www spheria com au/funds. Spheria is the investment manager of the Fund.
Spheria and Pinnacle Fund Services Limited believe the information contained in this communication is reliable, however, no warranty is given as
to its accuracy and persons relying on this information do so at their own risk. To the extent permitted by law, Spheria and Pinnacle Fund Services
Limited disclaim all liability to any person relying on the information in respect of any loss or damage (including consequential loss or damage)
however caused, which may be suffered or arise directly or indirectly in respect of such information contained in this communication. This
communication is for general information only. The information is not intended as a securities recommendation or statement of opinion intended to
influence a person or persons in making a decision in relation to investment. It has been prepared without taking account of any person’s
objectives, financial situation or needs. Any person considering action on the basis of this communication must seek individual advice relevant to
their particular circumstances and investment objectives.
Any opinions or forecasts reflect the judgment and assumptions of Spheria on the basis of information at the date of publication and may later
change without notice. Any projections are estimates only and are contingent upon matters outside the control of Spheria and therefore may not
be realised in the future. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The information contained in this communication is not to be disclosed in whole or part or used by any other party without the prior written consent
of Spheria.
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